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ABSTRACT-
Designed to aid the elementary teacher in presenting

energy tonservation ed, catipn as part of the,regular classroom
instruction, this guide contains activity sheets which are organized
into 10-page section 'numbered to indicate grade level. For example,

?;

first grade material are on pages 10- wt6 19, second ade majerials
are on pages 20 to 9, and third. grade materials are 'on pages 30 to
39. Pages 1-9, app opriate for kindergaiten, have pictures to be

.colored in additio to a puzzle to make The sections for grades 1-6
integrate language arts, science, social studies, and mathematics
with energy topi s. The majority of the:'activity sheets pertains to
language arts an mathematics. Amswers for the activity sheets and .a
page of energy- eying ideas-for parents and teacliers'conclude this
guide. ('JW).
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,THIS6J'S DINA SHORE, -

SHE SAVES ENE VE ENERGY TOO,

EAI5



1,1

FATS

r

@INA TURNS THE LIGHTS OFF WHEN SHE LEAVES A ROOM.

COLOR THE PICTURE.



7

t
- - s

DINA WALKS To THE ,ST0R.E10 SAVE GASOLINE.

CUT- OIVITHE DOVITEP,:.,L IVES-. TO MAKE YOUR. OWN PUZZLIV



\\DINA WASHESTHER-CLOTIIES Ili COLD MATER'



DIVA HANGS HER CLOTHES OUTSIDE AND CTS TNE*91 DRY THEM,

DRAW CLOTHES HANGING FROM THE CLOTHESLINE. 4

-

"
( '"



or.

%INN IOW"

1

DINA WEARS WARM CLOTHES IN THE HOUSE AND KE HE THERMOSTAT LOW.

EAIS)

64.0R, THE VS BLUE. COL THE 3's 'YELLOW.

COLOR THE 2's OREEN .OLOR THE 4'S BROWN.

16



11

A 'WATER HEAfER liANKET SAYES ENERGY. giO YOU HAVE ONE ON YOUR WATER NEATEr

COLOR THE TS RED',

COLOR NE TS YELLOW,

COLOR THE "3"s me

A

12



CLOSING DRAPES:HEPS-TO. KEEPJIWA S HOUSE WARM IN (THE' WINTER.:ANII:CQOt IN THE-SUMNER,:

PUT,AN1.1N THE INKS THAT BEGIN WIM:4.E.



OINA TAKES USED CANS, AND BOTTLES TO THE RECYCLING CENTER '

HOW MANY CANS YOU SEES.

HOW MANY BOTTLES DO YOU SEE?

:COLOBJHElICTOREi



7 EA I S

WHEN DINA SAVES ENERGY, SHE. ALSO SAVES riocy,

COLOR THE PICTURE,



LA: Color words

DIRECTIONS: -COLOR THE lfS
COLOR THE 2's BLUE,

COLOR THE 3's GREEN:

NAME

J.

N.' 7

'COLdit THE 4,'S BROWN

Cour. THE 5's LLOW

COLOR THE 6's PU LE

CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.

WHICH SAVES MORE ENERGY? RIDING IN .A CAR WALKING



LA: omprehension

WE CAN SAVE ENERGY IN.MANY-9AM
.

DRAW A LINE4ROM THE'SENTEMtE-TO TO PICTURE IT TELLSAteUL

rNAME

TURNING OUT LIGHTS SAVES ENERGY 7-

WALKING INZTEAD'OF RIDING IN

A CAR. SAVES7ENERGY
Q.

JURNINMOWN'THE THERMOSTAT-.

SAVES ENERGY

KEEPING THE REFRIGERATOR DOOR

CLOSED. SAVES ENERGY.:
116

WEARING A- SWEATER-INSTEAD OF-

TURNING THE HEAT UP SAVES ENERGY.

EAIS

.
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. NAME

.Y.

JOECTiONS: WRITE THE LETTER THAT COMES NEXT

E "F. G B -C D

B C D

I J .K

M N 0

P Q R

K

B C D

0-P PI

D E F

V W X

CAN YOU READ THE MESSAGE? WRITE IT.



CA; Alp. bt

41,

\

NAME

.EACH.M..PHABET HAS A LETTEW*MISSING.
WRITE HE MISSING 'LETTERS: ON THE.
.S4ACES. BELOW.

A FIND OUT HOW YOU -CAN SAVE ENERGY
AT HOME.

-1. ABCDEFGH.I,JKLMNOPORS'JVWXYZ
2,.:B4.CDEFGHIJKLMNOPORSTUVI1XY-Z

ABCPEFGHIJLM,;10P.O.RSTUVW-XYZ
ABC.uFCHIJKLMNOPOR'ST,1VilXYZ\

5, A-BCDEF,GHLJKL.M4.0PORTUVWXYZ
6. ABCDEFGIJKLM.NOTS)RSTUVI,IX'YZ

,7. ABCD-EFGHIJKLMNPO.RO;JV-WXYZO
.8. ABC:DEFGHIJKLM"!OPUSTUVIii-XiZ
9. ABC_DEFGHIJKLM!'OPORSUVqXYZ

10, ABCDEFGHIJKLM!'!0P0PAIIJyyXYZ
11.ABCJEFGIJ,KLM!'10P0P:STUV_WXYZ
12. ABCD,(FGHIJKLMNP,,Q.R'STUV!IXYZ
13, ABCDEFGHIJKLM.r0PQRS_TtivXYZ
14, ABCDFG.HIJKLMMOMR.,STUVIXYZ
15, ABCDEFGHIJKLR-11 0POSTUV-WXYZ
16, ABCDEFGHIJKLM.r.' OPORTUvwXYZ-

ANSWER

FAT.S

1

10 11 12 13 14".15 16

13



SS: Co ,prehension
--/.

HERE ARE SOME WAYS-TO SAVE( ENERGY PUT Aq "Y" ON THE THINGS YOU

TURN OFF TV WHEN

p NOT WATCHING

.TURN OFF LIGHTS,

EAIS

HURRY IN THE

SHOWER

WALK WHEN IF CAN

ge

CENTEg

kEEP YOUR

HEAT. DOWN

USE THINGS AGAIN

14.



,FIND THE THINGS THAT USE ELEGTRICitY IN THIS
CLASSROOM, MAKE A CIRCLE AROUND-THEM,' '..

EATS .t; 15

23



4,

Silence:
*e.

. ELECTIVITY :MAKES 41AtiY TKINGS GO.

COLOR THE THINGS THAT USE ELECTRICITY.

EA IS

/



Math: Addition/Subtraction

DIRECTIONS: DO THE PROBLEMS, _ WATtH THE SIGNS.
-du 0

7+

.3 3

= A 5+6=

WRITE THE LETTERS ON THE SPACES THAT MATCH YOUR ANSWERS,

EATS

14

sa :see.

7 2

1 4 11

17

or'

yr_
1 2 1 '9 8

PS. *
6 10 11 11

25



Math; Number sequence'

NAME

SUN, WIND) AND WATER GIVE1US FREE ENERGY

CONNECT THE DOTS TO SEE HOW WE CAN GET

ENERGY, FROM THEWINDI
. *

4o

*7,

11



Science

NAME

SOME ENERGY. IS FREE,

SOME ENERGY IS NOT FREE, IT COSTS MONEY.

COLOR THE PICTURES THAT SHOW- DINA USING FREE ENERGY,

27



LA: Atpl;cibiai.c.CIC otrkt

Directions: Find the word ,that.comes first i n ABC order.

---- NAME-

0 extra
0. error
'0 enerp



1 tera, compr hensi'on

ENERGY CAN MAKE THINGS MOVE,

ENERGY CAN MAKE LIGHT,

ENERGY CAN MAKE HOT.

WRITE HEAL LIGHT;\dR MOVE UNDER IACH PICTURE TO SHOW WHAT KIND OF

ENERGY IS BEING ICED,

FATc



LA: Comprehension,

MANY PEOPLE

?.;

NAME

ARE TRYING TO SAVE ENERGY.

?IRECTIONS: LOOK AT EACH PICTURE. THEN DRAW A LINE UNDER THE ANSWERS

TO THE QUESTIONS, COLOR THE PICTURES,

HOW IS MARY HELPING?

SHE IS PAINTING =THE LIGHT.

,SHE IS TURNING OFF THE LIGHT.

SHE IS STANDING ON A CHAIR,

HOW IS JIM HELPING?

HE IS WALKING TO SCHOOL.
, .

HE. IN ,A CARS

HE IS EATING A HAMBURGER

izeld)'t-sET. HOW IS IMIKE HELPING?'

HE IS COOKING DINNER.

HE IS GOING SWIMMING.

HE IS TAKING A SHORT SHOWER.

EAIS



Alphabet

NAME

00
DIRECTIONS: EACH ALPHABET HAS .A

S 5 LETTER MISSING. WRITE THE MISSING

IMO*
LETTERS ON THE SPACES BELOW.

%.".

FIND OUT HOW YOU CAN SAVE.

AT .HOME

Wm*

AB.COEFGHIAKL-MNOPORS TAVXYZ
2., ABCD.FGH I J.K.LMNOP.ORScr 1JVW°XY?

3 BCDEFGH I JkLMNOP0R'S TUVWXY Z
A-BCDEFGHIJKLM.N.OPOSTYVWXYZ'

5, BCDEFGH I JKLMNOPA.RSTUV-WXY Z
a, ABC.DEFGH IJKLMNOPOR.TUVWXYZ

IJKLMMOPQRS TOVXYZ
8, ABCDFGH I JKLM.N 0POR.STUVWXYZ
,9, BCDEFGCIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXY.Z
10, sABCDEFGH I JKIjINOPQRSUVWXYZ
11, ABC-UFGH IJKLMNOPORSTUVVI.XYZ
12. ABCDEFCH I JKLMNOVQST LIVWXYZ

-12

ANSWER

41.

s.



Ordinal numbers

THIS IS THE ENERGY PATROL.

4 THEY SAVE ENERGY AT SCHOOL.

441-

NAME

'DIRECTIONS: READ THE STORY. WRITE THE CORREC NAME,

JACK BILL STEVE BRIAN MIKE

THE' EJRST BOY-TURNS OUTIeLIGHTS.

HIS NAME IS

4

THE THIRD BOY CLOSES THE WINDOWS ON COLD DAYS.

HIS NAME IS

THE F LFTF1 BOY SHUTS DOORS.

HIS NAME IS $

THE SECOND BOY CHECKS THE THERMOSTATS.

HIS NAME IS

THE FOURTH BOY GIVES AWARDS TO THE ROOM THAT DOES THE BEST JOB.

HIS NAME IS



NAME

DIRECTIONS: A WORD IN EACH SENTENCE IS ALL MIXED UP. UNSCRAMBLE

THE LETTERS AND WRITE THE WORD CORRECTLY ON THE BLANK SPACE,

WE USE ENERGY EVERY YAD,

WE GET SOLAR POWER FROM THE UNS,

WINDMILLS CAN MAKE NEERYG,

4, MUCH OF OUR ELECTRICITY COMES FROM RUSHING TAWRE,

5. MOST OF'OUR ENERGY COMES FROM FOSSIL/FSLUE,

6, THE 'THREE FOSSIL FUELS ARE COAL, -:OIL AND NATURAL :SAG

7' WE SHOULD:BE CAREFUL NOT TO WASTE OUR NATURAL RESECRUOS,

,WRITE THE WORD UNDE'R THE PICTURE.

0

1C 33

1#



NAME

LEFT AND RIGHT

UP AND DOWN

SOME PEOPLE USE ELECTRICITY FOR THIS EVERYDAY.

(D, UP, RIGHT, RIGHT, DOWN.

WE CAN SAVE ENERGY BY WALKING INSTEAD OF USING THIS.

0, DOWN, LEFT,

ALWAYS TURN THIS OFF WHEN YOU LEAVE A ROOM,

UP ,k RIGHT, UP RIGHT.

CLOSIVIIPE ON HOT DAYS WILL KEEP THE HEAT OUT OF THE HOUSE.

1441bilEFT, DOWN, DOWN, DOWN;

5, WE ALL NEED SAVE THIS,

01, DOWN, EFT, LEFT, LEFT, UP.

SAVING ENERGY WILL ALSO SAVE YOU THIS.

a RIGHT, UP, LEFT, LEFT,

of



Math: Place Value

NAME

DIRECTIONS: WRITE THE NUMBER THAT MEANS THE SAME AS THE NUMBERS IN THE BODES.

100 + 40+ 7 I =

hoo 30 + 6 I =

80+2 1=

=R

= y

1303 +10 +8

10 +5

"7-zm

1 500 + 90 + 5

200 + 70 + 9

=A

=G

70 +6 =v

USE YOUR ANSWERS TO CNPLETE THE SENTENT5..

THESE. ARE WAYS it CAN

799 555 76 147 147- 15 147 436 279 82-



Math: Addition

is
601

Name

DIRECTIONS: Do the problems. your answers to rdad the message.

4 +5= 3 +3 = +6= 8 +4=
T W

____

3 +1= 5+3= 6' +5= 1 +1=
U R

3 +2= 5+2= 2+14= 4 +3=
,

D E

TO SAVE ENERGY

Aie

9 iF 7 12

7 2 11 2 10 6P 7 2 9 7 11

net

3



Math: Number Sequence

I
DIRECTIONS: FILL IN THE MISSING NUMBERS.

N

S
12

21
L.

I

eV/

14

24

A
16 17 18

C

10

20

T
27

32 314 35
R U

ANSWER)THE QUESTION BELOW BY FILLING IN THE SPACES.

USE THE LETTERS IN THE,BOXES.THAT MATCH THE NUMBERS UNDER EACH SPACE.

WE'USE FOSSIL FUELS TO MAKE ENERGY.

THAT ARE THE THREE FOSSIL FUELS?

30 22 4 19 5o. 15
.

. , :26 39 37 15

, AND

4
0

33 . 15 11



LAt Wend compAthen44on

, NAME

Directions: Read the story and then answer the questions.

"The best energy saver in town lives

at my house", said Jimmy.' "How do you know?"

sked his friends. "Well, Sam never leaves

the lights on," said Jimmy. "In fict, he never

even turns them on. He doesn't cook his food

or wash his clothes and he has never, ever used

an electric toothbrush." "Wow", said Jimmy's

friends. "Sam really is an energy saver, How

does he do it?"

"Easy", said Jimmy. "Sam is.my dog!"

1. Jimmy thought Sam was

0 the best energy saver in town.

11/

0 a very, clean dog.
0 his best friend.

-,--

2. Sam never, ever used an

0 electric mixer '

0 eTectric hair dryer.
0 electric toothbrush.

3. Sam didn't need electricity because

0 he was Jimmy's vet.
0 he liked his food cold.
0 he couldn't read:

AVi

4. Jimmy was telling the story to

0 win an award for Sam.
0 find new ways to save electricity.
0 fool his friends.

4



LAI Capitataation

Directions: Find the part of the sentence that should have capital letters.

A man / named benjamin frariklin / discovered electricity,
0 0 0

2. The pacific gas and.electric.company / produces electricity / for our homes.
0o 4

''

0
i

0
3. we Pay the company / for th'eramount of electricity / that we use.

0 0 .

'4, Electricity is the'type ,of energy / used mostly / in the smith's house.
o o cy ,/

. The smith family /. knows lots of ways / to save energy.
n o 0

6. They wash their clothes / in cold water/ in their maytag washing maChine.
0

7/--114shing in
0

cold water / saves the energy
0

needed / to heat
0

water.

8. Their house / on green street / is fully insulated.
0

) 0 0

9.14ealways'remember / to turn tights off," / said bob smith.
0 o 0

i

10. All the smith children / take short showers / instead of baths.
0

1

0 0

11. The ..nith family / uses less energy / than the stevens family.
0. 0 0

. They ure going to go / to the cupertino oaks theater / with the money /
0 0 0

they have saved.
0



!At Vomptehtmson a ,

'Directions: These students hdve-thought of Ideas on hoW-to save energy and
stop waste. The lost word of each idea is missing, Use the following
wris to complete the .sentences:

AR1E bottles recd inj Whts house school,

et "4

Whenever
you can, useboth

sides
of the

Catch rainwater in a bucket

to use for plants in the

66
11- 111

e-k

Buy drinks in returnable

t4

Ose a cup at the water fountain.

Dtherwise
most

of the water goes

down,the

4
When jou leaie te room.

turn off thp

40

00



ffomonyina

6

Name

DIRECTIONS: Writ-Nthe right homonym in each space.

1 If we (waist, waste) tour natural, resources,

the supply will run out

ossil fuels will (not, knOts) last forever.

This is because (new, knew)

being made asJast as we are usfng them.

. -

fassil fuels are not

Pc :le are learning how te) store solar energy (sew ,'s

we can use it.
/

We (no, know) i that geothermal energy comes frbm
underground steam.°

Burning coal causes h (grate, Oteat) amount of

air pollution.

. 'Many people./ (see, sea ): a, nuclear energy as the power'

source of the future.

8. (Some, Sum) companies are burning garbage to provide

energy. 4;

Ater flowing (threw, thYbugb,) dams creates

hydro power.

/10. The best (way, weigh) to save energy, 's to use

it wisely.

41



SPel..rinT

DIRECTIONS: Mrs. SrAttWs'class is having a spelling

Cross out the incorrect words to find out which team spelled more

words correctly..,

1. energy

2. electricity'

3.. powre

4. insulation

5. thermostate

6.. lites.

energee

elactricty

'3: power

4..\ insolateshUn.

5.\ thermostat.

cunserve 7-tonserve

recycal. .
8. recycle

. fuel 9. \ful.e.

10, furnfce..

How many words did Jenny's team spell correctly?

How many words did Marilyn's team spell correctly?

Which team won the spelling bee?



DIRECTIONS: The names of ten objects that use electricity are hidden in this word
puzzle.; How many can you find?

radio._ 1 ights R stove

television refrigerator

ACTDI/MBV,UEMM
BOEXV*K.00RCW
:DJLIGHTSXZWQ
IWE'LNNEFANXM
s'AVEPRQROOS.T
HA.ARDRYERIS°P
WASTEAOENNSB
APIWWD.MZ,RB.T V
SWOOTHIFERRE
H,EN'TTOI'RXXRL
E DP T'XS TO V EZ
R E F. GERATO



DIRECTION5': Read the sentences. Circle the correct word.

1. There ( is, are ) many ways that we can save energy.

-Make sure that you ( tmrn, turns ) out the light when youleav a room.

Bicycle to school instead of ( asked, _asking ) fin- a ride.

4. Do not ( left, leave ) the door open when the furnace is on

(Open, opened ) the blinds so the sun can warm up your room.

. .

6. Wear a sweaterinsteadof ( turned, turning ) the thermosta higher.

7. Wait until the dishwasher, is full before ( startfhg,'starte ) it

.Don't leave the refrigerator dpor open when you are (look, looking

9. (TakingiTake ) short shoWert.instead of baths.

10. Insulating your bouse Will :(

lit. Turn off the TV when you .( teaVe ) the room..

You can .( recycle

13.:

14.

keep,) your energy-,bills

recycling ) paper it home and at tchool%-

(Closing, Clote ) the drapes in-the summer time to keep the heattut of-the-house

Wear fewertlothes in the summer instead of (turns,.turntl:g ) ,the air-conditioner.

up.

15. ReMem4r that saving energy will ( save, saved).our natural resources and money;

1
v ~1,



Math:: Using` Charts

Name

DIRECTIONS: Use the chart to
)

answer the questions.

Less than $10

toaster

sewing machine

hair dryer

electric toothbrush

ENERGY USERS

Average Cost to Operate Por.One Year.
V
From $10 to $50

washing machine

dishwasher

color TV

oven

19,

READ THE QUESTIONS. CIRCLE THE CORRECT ANSWER.:

1.

2. WhiCh cost less

3. Which cost less

4. Which cost more

-5. Which cost lesS
r

. Which cost more

Which,cost more

Which cost more to operate?

to operate?

to operate?

to operate?

to operate?

to operate ?'

to operate?

,8: Which cost more-to operate?

4

9. Whircost less t6 operate?

10. Which cost more to operate?

More than $50.

refrigerator

water heater

home lights

home' he ater
006

toaster

home lights

hair dryer

sewing machine

home heater

met

dishwasher

color TV

,refrigerator

color TV

washing machiLne water heater

electric-toothbrush

home lights ' 4

Washing machine

water heater

oven

col ok TV

refrigerator

hair dryer

! -
.."Whatrdo you call'it when Pigs use theft.' washing machines ?"



Math: Multiplication

Na e

DIRECTIONS: Do the problems. Use your answers to read the message.

ax 3

X2_

6 X 2

5X4

7 X 4 S X 5=

3.X 2 9.x.3

2 5 X 6 =

3 X 3 5 X 3 =

4 X 1

7 X 2 =

3 X 0 =

8 X 5

To. SAVE ENERGY

40, .25 18 30

19 30

25 40 27 0 14 40 15



Math: AdrUtion, 3 digit

Name

Coal, oil and natural gas are fossil fuels. They are the three sources of

energy most used in our society today.

DIRECTIONS: Do the problems. Use your answers to solve the riddle.

3 6 2
c + 4 '1 5

r

8 4 3
+1 26

P

.

3 3 1

. +426
,

Y

8 0 6

--
+1.21

Bi
4.63.

+ 4 3 1
,

C

2 7 1
+ 6 0 8

5 '4 0

+319
1 6 2

+ 3 3 2

7 2 8

+1 70
34"1

+4 56
8 4 6

+1 20
1 28'

+ 4 4 1_

EAIS

WHAT DO STEAM ENGINES EAT?

894 797 777 859 894 569 879 494

47



LA: Literal comprehensn

Name

ind sower

Many people believe that the wind is a

good source of power to meet our energy

needs% The wind is free, cannot be used up,

and does not add pollution to our environment.

For many years, windmills have been used

to harness the power of the wind. Today,

many windmills are providing electricity for

houses, restaurants, TV stations, and other

businesses. At Downey Amusement Park.near

Allentown, Pa., the largest windmill in the

country supplies all the electrAcity for the

park's roller coaster.

Although the wind can be an effective

source of energy, it is limited to areas

where the wind blows at least'ten miles per

hour on the average. People who live on the

East or West coasts usually have this much

czt2 wind. Windmills are expensive to build

but they can provide free electricity with

very little maintenance.

DIRECTIONS: Write the three reasons why the wind is a good source of energy.

2..

3.

Try this . Use this paper to make your own portable windmill.

1. Cut this paper on the dotted line.
2.' Fold the square into four triangles.
3. Cut on fold lines to 1/2 inch from center.
4. Stick a pin .thrdUgh every other Corner,

through center, and secure to pencil eraser.
Blow.

48



LA: Contitacti.orvs

Name

M"`"'

DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the
contraction 'in each sentence. Write

the two words thatiiiiivit on the

blank spaces.

FUEL DeTECS0R1

AT WoRK

1. In the past people weren't as

dependent on fossil fuels.

Today we've become dependent on

mach: to.do our work.

3. If we use up'ourfossil fuels,

we'll have to change the way we live.

There's a limit to the amount of

fOssil fuels in the ground.

5. Ws important not to use more

.than you need:

6. Cars won't run without oil to

make gasoline.

7. Some people couldn't heat their.

hbmes without coal or natural gas.7

8. Without oil-, w.q, wouldn't have

anything made, of plastic.

9. What would you have to do without

if you didn't have Oil or natural gas?

, 10: We're going to have to find

alternative energy soul.ces.



LAf Puntuation

flame

,DIRECTIONS: Write statement or gue5lion in front of each sentence.

Use the correct punctuation at the end of each sentence.

Could you live without electricity

-There would not be any electric lights

We could use oil lamps or candles for lights 44k

How would we cook our food ,

Long ago people used open fires or wood-burning stoves

Don't' some people still use those. today,

What else would we have to do without

Some water heaters operate with electricity A

How will I run my vacuum cleaner, refrigerator, hair dryer,

or electric toothbruish without electricity

Life wouid :Surely be a lot different without electricity

How many things can you think of that need electricity to work? Make .a list.

-(You'll probably need to use the back of this paper too !)

Nat

EMS a 4250



LA: Literal comprehension

Name

Directions: Read the story. Answer
the questions at the bottom of the page.

YOU Can Help ir

Did you know that people need
insulation, just as houses do?

A sweater is one of the best
people insulators. It traps%the heat
produced by our bodfes. If we wear. ,

sweaters when we're cold we can save
fuel by keeping the thermostat down.

Each-family needs a "Shutter."
A Shutter is a person who will go
through the house and shut off the
radios, televisions and lights that
are not being used. He will also
see that outside doors and windows
are closed so that heat won't escape.
The Shutter will help save,a lot of
energy.

Another way you. Can save energy
is by using your muscle power. You

can walk, ride your bike or/ skate
board, or use your roller skates to
go a short distance. Then you won't
have to ask your parents to drive you
and you will help save gasoline. You

will also have stronger muscles.

1. How are people like houses? 4

.What is a good insulator for people?

3: What is a "Shutter"-?

4. What 'kind of power do our bodies provide?

tr.

5. Name three ways you can help save.energy.

51



.Name

Directions: Complete each sentence below by filling in the missing word.

Then find that word in' the hidden word game below.

1; Take short instead of baths.

2. Use a regular toothbrush instead of an one.

3. Turn off the while you're brushing your teeth.

4. Hang out to dry when the weather is sunny.'

5. Open and close quickly.
.

6. Wash only loads in the dishwasher and washing machine.

7. Use .the family car 'only when

8. Turn, off all unnecessary

WoH Find

when not in use.

1

EAIS

LMNOPQL
S A R P D 0 I X

HRDEOBGNB
ONCLOTHES
WA.TEROTCD
EDFCIHSEW
RWCTIESS,W
S F W R D U X S A

ZPOILL RAC
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ACHNWDX Y L.
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LA: Following directions

Name

Directions:.Use the-help of the Morse Code to complete these sentences.

MORSE CODE.

A .7 F .- K -.t P

B G L .- Q

C . H M -- R

D I .. Is! -. S

E J -- 0 --- T

V
w

X

. -

1. NAtural gas is sent through underground

2. Most cars run on
' 7V! o'..

3. It takes lots of electricity to

4, Savii ater saves

- - .

:

.

'water to our homes.

5. help provide more energy.

6. Coal is a fuel.

. We are running out of fossil .

0%..0

. . .

will help solvesome of our energy problems.

EAIS 45



LA: Vor:zbue.itg NAME

Directions: ChOose the word that has
.

about the same meaning as the underlined
wrrd'in the sentence.

tAY M 69-
READI ttG

EMS

lOg aloe.: %.?_,AY .....141%.
$ wi ..

1 We use energy from electricity
and natural gas to operate
things in our homes.

0 run

0 need
0 hide

2 -Energi from electricity and
natural gas helps us cook our
food, heat our water, and run

iour telelisions, lights, and
refrigerators.

7. Meters tell_ us how.much gas and
electricity we are using.

0 ..read

0 inform
'0 talk

8. People pay for-the uantit of

electricity and naturesgas that
they use.

0 money
0 barrels
0 amount

0 money C-i.-

0`- wires 9. Wasting energy is very costly.

0 power
0 expensive

3. A television set uses electricityj.,
for power.

0 energy
0 cartoons
0 plugs

4 Most homes are heated with
natural gas.

0 warmed
0 painted
0 locked

Electricity comes into our
homes through wires.

0 shocks

O. enters
0 connects

,

6. Pipes,transport:nAural gas
to ourToMes.

0 dr'ive

0 'use,

0 carry

0 bad

0. smdrt

.

10. We should- Conserve enercy sO.-
there will be enough. for the

future.

0 buy
0 'use

0 save



Math: Equivalents

*Name

"---7----

. We know thaf fossil. fuels (oil, coal and natural gas) are a limited source of

energy. The faSter we use them, the sooner they will be gone, We need to find

alternate sources of energy.'

t What are three sources of, energy that are not, fossil fuels?'

.DIRECTIONS: Find the answer: by following the directions of a sentence.

On 'spaces

numbered:

5 and 20, If 35 is the same as 20 + 8, ,put R. If not, put W.

8 and 13 aIf 3 X 5 is the same as 5 X 3, put O. If:not, put

6 If ,56 ; 8 is the ,sane as 8 X 8, put O. If not, put I.
oaf

16 If 200 - 99 is the same as 10 + 1, put N. If,not, put C.

3, 0 and 17 - If 26 + 26 is the same as 50 + 2, put L. If not,1put A.

If 6 X 4 is the same as 3 X 8, put S. If not, .put T.

'7 If 99 ; 9 is the same as 9.+ 1, put M. If not, put I.

12 and 14 If 4 X 5 is the same as 100 ; 5, put N. If not put S.

2 If '3 +, 1 is= thesame as 3 X 1, put A. If put O.

18 If 73 7 42 is the same as 23 + 8, put E If not put Y.

15 If 40 X 0 is the same as 5*X 0, put U. If not, put 0.

4, 9, ,.1 If100 ; 10 is the same as 980 - 970, put A. ff not, put P.

Three sources energy that ,are not fossil .f,uels are

10 12 13

14 15 16 17 18 .19 20

47
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Mca4mcmcnt:
A

*le
Name

Leaky faucets can waste alot of water. To find out

if you have a leak, turn:eYOrYthiog off carefUlly so thab

no water is being used anywhere inthe house. Then ctieck:

the position of the water meter Biel for about fifteen '

minutes. it hasn't moved; you *now that' your house ts

leak free. But if it has, start of eking to find that leak.'

. r

DIRECTIONS: Finci.eUt how much water can be wasted by changing pints to quarts .

and quarts to gallons.

Remember: 2 pints = 1,quart 4 quarts.= 1 gallon.

A slow leaking faucet Can waste up to 5 pints qf water_in.oneVibur:.

. How many pints of water are wasted in four hOUrs?'

How many. 'quarts are wasted in eight hours?. -.How many gallons Is that?

3: How many gallons of waterei'e..pasted in 24 hoUrs (one day

. How many 'gallons of Waterare wasted in one month: (30 days



h: Expanded notation

The-,f011oWing problems are examples of people _who are 'saving energy, natural
retource-Ad.money too:-

. ,

DIRECTIONS:: Read hoa much they saved and Write' the amount An Standard numerals.
. ,

. Howard put insulation in his attic. In just one month, he saved twenty-two
dollars, five dimes and three pennies on his.heating bill.

How much money did Howard sav?
, ,

4

The Parks family turned their thermostat down to 65 degrees. Last month they
saved three dollars, two quarters 'and one nickel.

(-

How Much money did the,Park§ family save?

Mrs. Smith is keeping her drapes open'in the daytime to allow the sun's heat
.in and closing-them at night to keep the cold out., So far she has saved one
dollar, one quarter, two's:limes and two pennies.

How much money has Mrs. Smith saved?

.--Bob ffxedthe'leakr4AUcet in the kitchen. This month hit water bill was
one dollar, six dimes,.J)neniCkel and three pennies less.

How much has Bob'saved?

Everyone in the Jones familyjs saving-electricity by turning Otlights,
watching letS TV, and using:fewer electrical appliances.. ThaYI&Ve'saVed
seven dollars, Onenickel lnd one penny in the first three months'.

How much has the Jones family saved?

Marilyn is hanging her clothes'opt'§ide on.ailothesline to dry instead of
using the clothes dryers She ha% saVed.two dOliars and foUt.pennies since:
May.

d
d

How much Orley has Marilyn saved?



SS: Dclag4m,s

Fossil Fuels

Fossil fuels J)egan forming in the earth many millions of y ars ago. This was a

time when the earth was covered by many warm, shallow oceans a d'dinosaurs and

other prehistoric plants and animals lived. As these plants a d animals died, they

sank to the ocean floors and decayed into sludge. These layers of sludge were quitkly

covered by mud. As the weight of the water and mud pressed d wn On the slud it

began to change into the fossil fuels which we call coal, oi and natural gas;

This whole proce'ss took millions of years. During thi period of time, the

surface of the earth was constantly changing, creating moun ains, deep oceans'and,
other land forms, The mud layers became different, types o rock,and pools were formed

which trapped the oil and natural gas.

Name

Today, some fossil fuel deposits are found near the earth's surface while others:
are buried deep undet the ground. Scientists are const tly_looking for new places

to drill for oil and natural gas. it often costs millions of dollars to drill for
oil and there' is only one chance in nine that oil will be found.

DIRECTIONS: .I.Qpk at the diagram below.. Tell what y u. would expect to find From

Well No. 1

Nd. 4.

No. 7

No. 2

No. 5

Why don't we drill wells to find coal?



DIRECTIONS: Drata line under the ,correct

verb form to complete each sentence beloW

Ways of Saving Energy with Lighting.

Turn off lights when you
leave

a room.
leaving

use
Fluorescent lights should be used

wheneVer possible.

3. Th.-
give
gives

four times the light for the same amount of electricity.,

last
Fluorescent lights will also asting

ten times as lcmg and produce less

waste heat.

7

Dust
light bulbs often.

Dusts

6. Dirt and dust
absorb
absorbs

lipht and waste energy.

Turning
_

off all outdoor lights not necessary for safety or security.-
'Torn ..

T i
8. L.np4hades with white liners will

reflect more light.
reflects

9. 1:1'
leave unnecessari-lights burning when gOn0t night.
left

si

Use
hg

10. automatic timers which` will turn different li.ghts on for short period
U

of time and makethe house look 'limed in'.

1 Remember, the wattage of a bulb does n t
:

uuz

s
t he amount of light it

gives but rather the electricity needed to light it
1

12. Light is measured in lumens, rhich can be
found on each bulb package.
find



We know that most of the energy we use today comes_originally from the sun.

Put nigters in front of the following sentences to show the order in which they

happear

Fossil Fuel Energy

Heat and pressure over a long per4od of time change decaying plants

and animals into coal, oil, and natural gas.

Light and heat from the sun provide life Materials for growing plants

and animals. ,

Fossil fuels are refined to provide energy for machinery.

Plants and animals die and decay.

Man drills wells and dig eep into the earth to uncover fossil fuels.

Hydroelectric Energy.

Turbines generate electricity for pOwer, .

Rain falls and fills rivers and streams. .

Heat from the sun evaporates water from oceans and lakes.

Evaporated water forms rain clouds.

Dams on'rivers. trap water and use water flow to turn turbines..

Mind Energy

Heat frpM.the sun warms air.
,

Windmills can be used to pump.water\gr generate electricity.

As warmed air rises, coletairlillsits space 'causing wind currents..

Moving wind turns 16r9e.blades on windmills.

60



LA: Literal comprehension

ELECTRICITY

We use electricity everyday for light,

heat and'power. Where does this electricity

come from?

Electricity is made by man by moving

large magnets around each:other. These huge;
magnets are parts of machines we call'generators

or.turbines. But, electricity is not a natural

resource. It takes some kind of energy. to

start the generators' Or turbines moving.

If this energy comes from water power,
such 'as waterfAlls or water stored behind dams,
-we-call the-electricity thatis_made !hydroelectric

power.:

Name .

17----777-77711

Some generators are moved by steam power.

Water' is - -hey' ' by burning fossil fuels - oil

or coal.- or in nuclear power plants by splitting

uranium atoms to produce heat. The steam rushes

through pipes and tutns the generators to produce

the electricity. About' 90% of the electricity
generated today is produced by burning fossil fuels.

Directions: Write the names of four natural resources which can be used to

generate electricity.

Try .

Make a-chart to show what-You use electricity fo'r in one day. Use these headings.

USE PURPOSE

Example: Electric can opener) (Open dog food can

-
How.many of these use5 could you do without electricity?

EAIS=
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LA: Identiigng aenencea

Name

IREMONS: Write 'statement',, .'command'. or .question in front of.each

sentence below. Put an X on the space if it-jtnot alNentence.

Be sure to complete sentences with the correct punctuation.

1. Ways to 'save energy at home

2. Turn off TV, stereotor radio when no one ,is listening

or watching

. You shouldn't use your television set to keep you

company or put you to sleep ilk

4. Standing with the refrigerator door open while you

decide what you want

5. How does covering pots with lids shorten cooking time.

6. Run dishwashers only with full loads

7. Planting trees outside will shade your house and kelp

it cooler

Turn lights off when you leave a room

.

)1
9. Why will washing clothe in cold water save energy

10. Hanging clothes to dry on outside clotheslines on

sunny days

11. Taking short showers instead of baths will save water

and energy too

12. Close draperies during hot summer dap to keep the

heat out and the cool air in

62



L; 'Comprekpo:;;04

/lamCC

Directions: Read the experimerit below. Answer the questions 4t.the bottom of

-.the page.

BATH OR SHOWER?????

You will need a bathtub and a yardstick

to do this experiment. The experiment will
show that we would save'a lot of energy and

* water if people took showers instead of baths.

Begin the experiment by taking a bath.
Fill up your bathtub with water as you usually
do. But before you go in, measure the depth
of the-watef. with 'yourlardstick Write your
measurement down.''Ihe'neit'day (or whenever
you need it) take'a shower. Before you turn
the water on, close the drain. This mill

keep your shower water in the bathtub. After

you have tinished with your shower, get the
yardstick and measure the water used during
your shower. Write your measurement down.
Then compare the two measurements.

You should discdtr that you Used Mess
water when you showered. That means yoU saved
water and the energy it took to heat the hot
water.

Answer the questions.

1. What materials do you need for this experiment?

. What is the first step in this experiment?

What is the second step in this experiment?

What the final step in this experiment?

5. What can you learn from this experiment?

EMS



C! ticrzf thinking

CAUSE AND EFFECT

In your readings u will find cause and effect situations. The cause

tells the reason something happened. The effecttells what happened,

Directions: Write the letter of the effect'in front of the cause.

Cause Effect
Example:

X The boy burned his finger. X. He was playing with matches.

Name

Cause

The batteries were dead.

He forgot to fill the car tan

A. The mil Urned sour.

B. We had a poor teleivision picture.
4 '

It rained heavily fora week. C. The flashlight wouldn't work.

The wind blew our antenna off 0, /City Park looked.messy.:

E. Dad's tar ran c4:ofogas..

.

. F. The rivehverfioW
Someone left the door open.

. , ...,
,..

the roof.

Our refrigerator was unplugged.

People threw litter around.-

Students turn, the lights,out.

An industry emptied chemicals
into the bay.

.Dad closed the damper in the

fireplace.

We are running out of fosiil

fuels.

EMS .

G. Our house is cold.

he bay was polluted.

5'64

eat is not escaping up the

'chimney.

J. The school is saving energy.

. The cost of oil, coal and
natural gas is increasing.



Math: Wotd ptobte"ro

. How much does it cost to watch
a color TV for 4 hours?

2. If you watch a color TV for
4 hours every night for one
month (30 days), how much
will it cost?

3. If you wash a load of clothes
in cold water instead of hot
water how much will you save

on each load?

Directions: ,Dse the information from 1r !
table to work out the problem

Appliance . Average Cost

3;,TV,(41ack and white) -- 1 cent per hour

TV'teolor) 0, ? cents per hour

W446ng m4chine
,,

Cold water only - -- 4 cents per load

Warm water 10 cents per load

--Hot water -*- -23 cents per load -,-

Range
Oven 19 cents an nour.

Surface 18 cents an hour

4. If you Wash a load of clothes
every day in cold water instead of

hot water, how. Much will you.save

in one month (30Aays)?

5. Mrs. Smith paid $1.09 for a package

of cake mix. The cake was baked for

one hour. How much did it cost to
purchase the cake mix and bake it?

6. Mrs. Smith cooked a $3.50 stew for
:three hours on =top of her range.
She served the stew for dinner and
the cake for desser.t. How much did

the meal cost?



Matta WoAd pkq*ms

---rwallmeawni.11

Directions: Read the problem. Choose4he'correct answer.

I. A sewing machine costs less than $10 a year to operptt. A dishwasher costs

less than $50 a year to operate. A refrigerator cots more than $50 a year

to operate. Which thing costs the least to operate?

0 sewing machine
0 .dishwasher

0 refrigerator

2, A refrigerator costs twice as much to operate than a dishwasngr. If the

dishwasher cost.$40 (v_year_to run,_how much will the refrigerator cost?

0 $20
0 $40

0 $80

3. Betty's electric toothbrush costs two cents to operate. Her hair dryer'

costs five cents to operate. How much more does the hair dryer cost than

the electric toothbrush? To find out, you should find the answer to

0. .02 + .0
0 .02 X-.05

0 .05 - .02 =

4. 'Joe's waterbed cost $15 a month to keep warm. How much does Joe have to

pay for 3 months? To find out, you should find the answer to

0 $15 - 3 =

0 $15 X 3 =

0 $15 4 3 =

5. A color television set costs 10 cents an hour to watch. How much will it

cost to watch for 6hours?

0 $ .06

0 $ .60
0 S6.00.

a

6. A refrigerator costs about $20 per month to operate. An electric stove

costs about $10 per month to operate. A dishwasher costs about $5 per

month to operate. How much will it cost to operate the refrigerator, stove,

and dishwasher for one month?

0 $35

0 $25

0 $30

EMS 58



tiot ppobitims

NarnM
A. ,s n aga, , , smog E

Directions:. Fill, in the answerc at
the bottoN of the page.,

1. If 0 cnrving knife user,,Ap watt
hours of electricity in 10 miluttes,
how many watt hours will it usein
70 minutes?

A. 98 C. 126
B. 1098 D. 100

2. A refrigerator costs about $25
per month to o-ooeratc An- electric
stove costs about $15 per month to
operate. A dishwasher costs about
$5 per month to operate. Now much
will it cost to operate theses three
appliances for 3 months?

A.. .$46 C. $98,57
B. .$375 D. $135

3. Assume that a severe energy crisis' now exists. Your monthly use of 574
kitowatts of energy 'list be reduced by 50%. Now many killWatts are you now-
allowed each month?

A. 28/

B. 524
C. 278
D.' 445

4. In October, Mrs. Brown's electrical bill was $47:62. In November, she paid
S56.25. In December, the bill was S67.43. what was the average of the three
month's bills?

A. $57.10 C. $36.44
B. $171.30 D. $89.26

5. If a hot water heater holds 40 gallons of water and 5 gallons are used for
a shower, what fraction of water is left in the water heater ?.

A. 1/3
B. 1/5

C. 7/8
D. 5/40

Fill in your answers here.

ABCD
, 0 0 0 .0

2. 0 0 0 0

3. 0 0 0 0

CA Tv' r

4.

5.

67
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0 0 0 0
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LA: Antonym

DIRECTIONS :' Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings. Use the word bog
to write antonyms for the worth in pdrentlieses.

limited `'before conserve waste

more .iinecessary future most

The Energy Balance - Supply and Demand

1. Today we are demanding even (less)

and transportation.

power for industrys_homes,

#

2. Energy is (needless) to operate all our machines.

3. FoSsil fuels, like coal and oil, are our (least) important

sources of energy.

4. These fossil fuels are (everlasting)

5. We must not (save)

6. Everyone should try to (waste)

possible.

7. We also need to develop new sources of energy for the (past)

the amounts of fuels which are left.

energy wheneVer

8. Our life style depends on finding these new sources (after)

our present sources are used un.

68



LA: Artie/this

DIRECTIONS: Adverbs tell tiow,, when, or %There. about a verb.

In the sentences below: . '7.

Draw .one line -Under !the.. verb,

Draw two lines :under the. 2adverb, . and

Write NOW, WHEN or feJHERE.the adverb escribes the verb...

Carole's family is trying to saye energY,....:,,,:...Here are some of the thingS'

they did to conserve energy and our natural' ,

1. First, they put insulation in the attic and walls.

2. The parents ,drove slowly to save gasoline.

3. Caroh rode her bike often..

A. They wisely used solar heating for their swimming pool.

Carole's dad carefully fixed all the leaky faucets.

2 ,

The family always took short showers.

9. Everyone closed- 'doors quickly! to save. h'eat.

Thd?. family worked, hard to save energy.

3



Name.'

Directions: Choose the correct Spelling for the word that completes the
sentenCe. Fill in your answers at the bottom of the page.

1. The United States has been listed
as the world' s largest, producer of
electricity ,basedt on the chart labeled
"World' s 'Largest Electricity Producing

6. Coal is the ' which
produces the mosTeIectricity in the
United States..

1

'M Countries
,B.,, Counti-ys
Co. Countrey' s
D? Countrie ' s' 7. Oil was the,most used. .

.4..., source in 1950..
2.' The country of Sweden has t A, eneergy
lowest electrical production n B. energy

,A. tapeci ty . C. 'inerge
,.. B. capicity D. energee

C. capacity,
D. .capaci to

A. sorce
B. sourse
C. sorse ,

D. source

3.t The state, of Alaska has
the most in its' prOduction of -oil.

A. increeced
B. increased
C. inkreaced
D. encreeced

4. hi 1970 the Ainer.i can
car was 'driven 9978 mi les n.

. 6. avarag
B. average

py \pveraje

, the gas`
of, iihe IgelAmerican car began t

8.. The use of coal as an energy source
increased the most in its
between 1970 .and 1975.'

A. usage
B. useage
C. usege
D. usaege

9. Thq highest price paid for a
of.oil between the

years .1965 and 1980 was $29.79.

barrel
B. barrol

SC.. barel
D. barael

In 1978 the. United States first
Lk),It.he.amount of oil: it

imported.

fj

A. reeduced
reduceed

C. reduced
D. redooced......... ,..

B C

0 ;0
0 0

Q 0 0

A



Directions Choose the word that has'aboUt tha' same meaning as the underlined

word'in the sentence. Fill in the correct answers at the bottom

of the page.

. There are several forms of energy,
such as light, heat,'electrical,
mechanical,..nuclear and chemical.

A.

B.

C.

sources
powers
kinds

The flow of electrOns produced:.
by batteries always goes inthe._
same direction,, producing what

is called :.'!directscurrent".

A'. straight

Any fOrm of energy can be.
convel^ted. into.any other form.

A. changed .

B. moved
puShed:

:clectricity iS.thet.ransfer of
energy from, one atom to the.next

in a continuous flow.

A. '.broken.

B. unbroken
C. large.

Batteries and generators provide..
Most of the electricity we use.

B. .braken
C. strong

7. Generators are machines that
convert mechanical energy. into

electrical energy.

A. power
B. engines
C. parts

This is generally done by
spinning a magnet inside a coil

of wires.

A. usually
B. always
C. never

9. The, rotating magnet produces a

mowing magnetic field.

A. exploding
B. turning
C. powerful

10. The Magnetic field creates the
push or charge that causes the
flow of current into the wfres.

A. neglect
B: supply .

C. want

Batteries produce electricity.
through a chemical reaaion.

A

A. :Shdrten.

B. -,redUce

C. :create

Mark your answers

A B C

A.

B.

C.

dettroysS

makes
clea



'LA: C4(4cat ount4na

FACT OR OPINION?

As you read you will come across some statements that are facts and some
statements that are opinions. A fact can be proved. It can be checked in a: book,

imasapne or other source. 'An opinion is what someone feels, believes or thinks.

Sometimes we use words to help the readers decide whether a statement is
a fact or opinion,. "I think," ,"it appears to me, in my opinion," and it

Seems to me ", are all statements we,give he readers as an opinion.

Directions: Read the sentences below. Write "F'.' if jt is a fact. Write "0"
if it is an opinion.

The fact is, that electricity is expensive.

Electricity helps make our lives easier.

I believe recycling is fun.

Recycling is important because it helOS save energy,

DamS-help us by providing electricity, drinkingwater, and-recreation
areas.

An Mt:Opinion, we have enough dams.

Radiation isAefined as energy moVing through spaCes as. inviSibleWaveS.

It appears to me that we have to learn more .about radiation.

I 'thlink windy days are fun because I can fly my kite'.

The d was one of the first sources of energy,

You use less..10ier and energy when you takee.a short shower than when you
take a bath.

It seems to me it takes less time to take a showertha

Everyone .can help. to save energy.

take a bath.



DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the
Contraction in each sentence. Write
the two words that form it on the

blank lines.

Tips To Save Gasoline

1. Warmin car engine isn't necessary.

It wastes gas and doeWt make the

engine run any better.

3, It's true that the faster a car noes,

the more c.,1s it uses per mile.

4. We'll save the most gas when we drive

between 35 and p hour.

5: You shouldn't tie luggage r equipment

on the.'top of your car:

They'll.cause.wind resistance which

lowers your .gas mileage.

The heavier your car. is, the more

.gasoline you'll need.

Every 400 pound weight-r&luction means

you're imorovipg performance by, one

mile per. gallon.

. Plan wisely and don't take unnecessary

We can't afford to waste.gasOline.



MAAf Decirattls,

Name

Many people do not understand what the.
ergy crisis is all about. A recent study
1,300 adults betWeen the ages of 26 and
ahoWed the following'results-.

DIRECTIONS: Find out hoW many,peopl the

percentages represent. Firtt, change the
pertents tpdecimals. Then, multiply y .

1,300 which is the actual number of p ople
who .answered the questions.

1. Only 46% of the people knew that crude oil
produced the largest amount of energy used\in

the United States. How many people knew

people kneW that crude Oil produced .

the.largest amount of energy.

2.. Only 14% of the people knew that coal is
the main fuel source used to produce electricity.
HoW many people knewthis?

46% = .46 1 3 0 0

X .4 6

people knew thatcoALis 0:6 fuel used
most to produce. electricity.'

3. Just 16% of the people knew that ...gasoline can be
made frOm coal as welYas-oil. -How many people was
that?

4 .

people knew that gasoline can be made from coal.

, .r)

4.. Only 49% of the people knew thatthe fossil fuel
'we have the most .of is coal. How many people knew this2,

people knew that coal is th
of fossil fuels.

artNeserve

5. Only 33°% realized that Americans, who.make up 6%.of
the world's population, use more than 30% of /Its energy.

flow.many people realized this?

7---
peciple were aware that we. use. this, much energy.



. Math: Fractinns; redUcir0

r!e

Twenty -five percent of all the energy used in the United States goes for

transportation. This is.4of all our energy reeds!

DIRECTIONS: Reduce the fractions to theAr lOwest terms-." Use your answers to

`solve the riddle.

.7N

4..

Speeds of 35 to 40 MPH
save the most gasoline.

Fr Extra weight uses..
- more gas...,

C Pu G. 11

0

WHAT IS A HISTORY OF CARS CALLED?



; p);_Ca !an thrc;0141S

1.

Today many people have food freezers
in their homes. They are ust,d to store
foods at a low temperature to prevent them
from spoiling.

There are two types of.food freezers.
One is called 'fromiliess' or 'frost-free',
Which means that illnutomatically defrosts
(removes the frost and ice).. The other is
called a 'manual defrost' which means you
need .to turn it off and rem:bye-the frost
and ice by hand.

Use the chart below to find out how much it
costs for electricity to operate both kinds

of freezerS.

One kilowatt (kwh) costs $ .08.

A frostless freezer,(15 cu. ft:) uses 5 kwh per day.

A manual defrost freezer (15 cu. ft.) uses 3 kwh per day.

Fume *7

,
How much' it cost to operate a frostless. freezer for:.

One day

One month (30 days)

One year (365 days)

'How much does it cost to operate a manual defrost freeZer for:

One day.

One month (30 days)

One year (365 days)

Which one costs less to operate?

How much less:

Per day

Per mint

Per year

I.

68

76



MuRipti.cation,'decimetes
4

SAVING ELECTRICITY:MAKES "CENTS".

Name

41

This is an energy chart from the PG R E (Pacific Gas and Electric Company)
which shows how many kilowatts (kwh) it takes to use these electric appliances..

Using the 1/1/82 rate of S .08 per kwh, figure out how much it costs to
operate these appliances.; Put a check mark in front of the ones you use in
your; home.

Appliance Estimated Use Energy Cost

Coffee_Maker 1t4 kw per pot per pot

Deep fryer 1 kwh per hour per hour

Frying pan 1/2 kwh per hour per hour

Oven, self cleaning 10 kwh per clean per clean

Range 1 kwh p160 meal per meal

Refrigerator, frostless 5 kwh per day perAay

Refrigerator, manual 2 kwh per day per day

Waffle Iron 1/2 kwh per use per use

Clothes dryer 6 kwh per load - per load

Washing machine 3 kwh pert load per load

Water heater 26 kwh per day per day

Waterbed heat 4 6 kwhd'per night per night

Answer the following questions.

Which costs more to operate, a frostless or manual refrigerator?

How much does it t to heat a waterbed for one month (30 days)?

How much does it cost to heat water for your house for.one month (30 days)?

-.

EALS
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ANSWERS - Pages 10-26

Page 10

Walking

Page 12

Help save energy.

Page 13

Take short showers.

Page 15

Movie projector, telephone, clock A

Page 16

TV vacuum cleaner, flashlight, refrigerator, clock

Page 17

Saving energy saves money, too!

Page 19
//'.

Hanging clothe5 outside, walking, using breeze for cooling

Page 20

We should all try to save energy.
Fi

Pap 21

move light
hea, , heat
he move

I-Page 22

She turning off the light:
He is walking to schbol.
He is taking a short shower.

Page 23

Wear: a sweater

Pagetell

Jack, Steve, Mike, Bill, Brian

Page 25

day,' sun, energy, water, fuels, gas, resources

Page 26
N

stove, 9ar,.light,;drapes., energy, Money



ANSWERS - Pages 27 - 34

Page 27

save energy

Page 28'

Turn the heat down; wear a sweater,

Page 29

Oil, coal and natural gas

Page 30

1.

2.

the best energy saver in town
electric toothbrush

3. he was Jimmy's pet

4. fool his friends

Page 31

1. Benjamin Franklin 7. .Washing

2. Pacific Gas and Electric Company. 8. Green Street

3. We 9. Bob Smith

4. Smith's 10. Smith

5. Smith 11.. Stevens

6. Maytag 12. Cupertino Oaks Theater

k

.Page 32

school recycling

paper bottles

house driin
lights'

Page 33

1. waste 6. great

2: not 7. see

3. .new 8. Some ,

4. so A. through

5. know 10.. way

Page 34

Jenny's team spell 4 words correctly.
Marilyn's team spelled 6 words correctly.
Marilyn's team won the spelling bee.

1. energy
2. electricity
3. power
4. insulation

5. thermostat

. 6. lights

7. conserve,
8. recycle
9. fuel

10. furnace

-4-



ANSWERS.- Pages 35 -39

Page 35

1. shwv.her
2. fan

3. freezer
4. hair dryer

5. lights

6. radio
7. refrigerator
8. stereo
9. stove

10. television,

Page' 36

1. are

2. turn

3. asking
4: leave

5. Open
6. turning
7. starting

8. looking

9. Take

10. keep
11. leave

12.--recycle
13. Close
14. turning

15. save

Page 37,

1. oven 6. water heater .

home Tights 7. ,oven

3'. hair dryer 8. home lights

4. refrigerator 9.. washing machine

5. color TV 10. water heater

Page 38 It
Turn out lights when yoii leave the room.

Page 39

coal cuts!

1

.80



ANSWERS- Pages 40-44

Page 40

1. The wind is free. 1

2. The wind cannot be used up.

3. The wind does not add pollution to our environment.

Page 41

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

were,not
we have
we will
There is
It is

4

6.

7..

8.

9.

10.
.

Page= 12
z

will not
could not
would not
did not
We. are

1

1., question , 6. question.

2. statement , - 7. question ,

0-3statement
8. statement

4: question 9. question

5,. question . 10. statement _

Page 43

1. People and houses both need. insulation.

2. A sweater is a good insulator, for people.

3. A "Shutter" is a person who will 4o Ihrougil'the house and shut off the radios

televisions and lights that are not being used.

4. Our bodies provide muscle. power,.
r

5. (answers will vary) Insulation, shutting off electrical appliances..,-and

using muscle power.

Page 44
qts

4

1. showers 5." doors

2. electric 6. full

'3. wa0r 7. necessary

4., clothes 8. lights

81



ANSWERS - Pages 45-49

Page 45

t. pipes

2 gasoline
3. pump
4. energy

Page 46

1. run
2. power
3. energy
4. warmed
5. enters

Page 47

ti

--

5. dams
6. fossils
7. fuel s

8. conservation,

6. carry
7, inform
8. amount
9. expensive
10. save

, tida 1..a.nd'nuclea.r.
6 7 8. 9.10 1 1 1 1 3 11 15 16 17 18 192-6

, -,1: 20 pints
20 quarts

3) 15 gallons,
A50 gallons

Page 49

1. $22.53
2. $3.55
3. - $1.47-\

4. $1',.68

5. $7.06

6. $2.04
yI



-.ANSWEK

g

e 50

1 . s a 1 wa

2.' ern
riafural Iga i'

4.. oil'`
5. 'sand tone
6.. . water.
.7'. .1 ifnestorie

'Page 517",

.1. .; :;.

2. us.O'd

4 17..ds.tk

6. 'a bo'pb..t.

:rage: 52 ),
'

9's:i 1 Ful. ,Energy

1

:

5
2

4

O

Wind Energy
1

4

Page 53

1. water -.
2. coal

.3. oil
uranium.

,Page 54

1.
2 . CI F
3: s .

I4.
X

5." Q

6.



. . .

bathtub, 4yordstick
fJ11 -tub and Ineasu're depth .

close drain, 'shqwer, and measure depth,.

I t takek, 1 es water to take a bath than
4
.to take -a shoWer.

. . .

'Page 57

1. .S.j12

2, $3.6, 0

.- 5.19 /load

$5.70
5. $1.28

6. 55.32

Page, 58

sewi h rg chine

3!"` = '.03
4. $45.00'

$35.-60



ANSWERS '...Pages .60-64

a e 60

more
necessary
most

4.'. limited'

5. waste
_6 conserve
7. future

: -before .,

age 61

irst

drove slowly

. rode , ofteetti

4. used , wisely

fixed Carefully

Pa'e 62

1. Countries
2. capacity
s-3. inerea
4. averag r,11

eage.:

tgt"11

(when)

(how )

(when)

(hoti)-

(how)

8.

9.

10.

always si,i,took ,(When

(where)

(when)

lowerturned ,

sometimes /recycled

, quickly (how)closed

, worked ( how)hard'

6. source
7. energy..?

8. usage
9 barrel ,

-10. reducOd

Page 63 f!f

I . kindS 6. straight

'2. changed 7. power

3. unbroken 8. usua 1 1

4. supply 9. turning

',S. create 10. makes 'I

Page' 64

F

4..,.F:;

. 0

.4.t



J.

rovtless
opeAday $ )400'

orl§iT6n0A1
/'one-.Ye

difference

per day $.16
per Month:0.80,
per yeayq$58.40

ti.

ag

:,coffee maker $.02 pO pot
;deeik:.,fry0 $;Q8 per hour
frying pay $.04 per hour
k4veh.,-self cleaning $.80 per clean

range $.08 per Meat
4fri,geratdr, frostless $.40 per day

/

kiffl)sties'S refrigerator cot more e to operate

WOSt $14.40 to heat a waterbed for one month
$62..40. to'leat waterl,or a hOusejor a month..

refrigerator, mane
waffle iron
clothes dryer
washing machine
water heater
waterbed hdater

1 4.16 per day
$.04 per use
$.48 per load

$.24 per load
$2.08)per day.

$.48 per'night



Additional infornjationforkparents and teachers

DINA 'TURNS THE LIGHTS,i0FE';',WHEN.,SHE. LEAVES, A ROOM.
An \average family, of ;-'four spends:$14 a month' for home lighting: You

can lower this cost,byt,turning out:lights in''any,.room that i's not being used.

arl:T40 ris-uc overall lighting, in non work spaCet, removeone ,bulb out three
in multi le light:fixtures - rep, bulbs with a burned out One fo-, .afety.
Use .one- large bulb insteaa\',or-several Srnali,' es ih.areas. where bright light =

.is needed ,1 Use fluorescent li4hts Whenever: u can
. . .

.,

DINA WALKS`` TO

.

THE STORE TO SAVE GASOLINE.
Twenty, ' five pertent of. all the, energy used . in the Uni ted States is' used

iortranspOrtation. We have' a lintited supply ,of fossil fuels. available and

need:Ici-conseiVe Whenever me Can. Plan 'tho ping trips weekly and try to'
'aihicitethe quitic-friOs to. the stone. Encourage.tchildrin to walk or ride. their
bicyc,les wheneyer,posSible. ,%...'

h s

DINA WASHES MEW CLOTHES.;
With todays .deterg,

on most kinds of lkundr .

a load. ,Always wash ful
smal

2
COLD WATER' TO SAVE,ENERGY.

warm or.coreliwate'iA"wil I do just as good a job
Washihg,.'in.5661-d water can,.: save approXimately 19d

=

loads unless 'your masher . 'special settings' for

. 'DINA HANGS HER :CLOTRE'S'...DUTSIDE AND LETS. THE SUN DRY . THEM.

,'The;average4electrjC 'clothet dryer costs '52d a load;' the average gas
dryercosts; 9d a,lodthe sun cbsts nothing. fi. .

',..,,,.. . ',-.;:,.., ,- .
,

41,144.4E0S- W4RMALOTHES Dr THE HOUSE AND KEEPS THE.THERMOSOT LOW.

-Yot,,Can save about 3ron y6til. fuel costs for everydegree Fahrenheit
ower ,the:thermostat in ',the 'winter ahtifabout.'1% for every degree-yOu

at night. Heating 'and coolin 'account for over l)alf..of
.,

,
ycitir me energy bill... Wearing a light, ngt sleeved sweater 'can add almostf.,.

Awo degrees''te:yOur body temperature. a,
. .:--, c

. A WATER HEATER 411:ANKE'tlfAVES ENP Y. DO YOU HAVE ONE ON YOU ATER HEATER?,

A 11/2 inch thick witer-heater lanketaiwill- saw& ,approx ,1y0400 KI4Hs

or. Ess'therms of gas a,year. Titat,)/s $36.0 for an electrie' r hel ter and,

DI'NA CLOSES THE CURTAINS TO KEEP:THE HEAT IN THE .HOUSE.74.-4:

$18.00 for a gas water. heater.' ....

. d

Windows are th.Pweakest part of40.ur;homet's, barrieff: gainsindows
can-,t.

the outsi
world. Glass is 'a poor insulator. Using. two panes .tor .,s
loWer. Your,Aeating. Sill's as much as 15%. Increase _the ins action by draWi:
heavii draFitSon cold days and nights. Weatherstripping the windows and
caulking 'ktietiiid the frame will also :prevent heat loss.

. ,

DIMA.TAKES USED BOTTLES AND CANS TO THE RECYCLING CENTER.

Recycling means reuiing our trash instead of getting'rid of it. This

solves the,,:prOblem ofwhat to do with our trash and it a.lso,helps to save
'our natural resources. and the energy needed to make 'products from scratch.

WHEN DINA SAVES ENERGY, SHE ALSO SAVEV.MONEY..
. . , .

..

Saying' ener.gy not only helps to .conserve our natural ,,resources,
directly bids

"in' clI i' cir

fossi 1 fuels, buts also' will.. rel ate to home enegy z
t1.


